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National Literacy Consultant
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§ To understand the theoretical models that underpin the 
science of reading.

§ To understand reading and writing depends on language 
abilities.

§ To consider recommendations for shifts in course syllabi 
based on the science of reading because we can’t 
leave the development of new teachers to chance. 

Objectives
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What’s the buzz all about?

Emily Hanford
APM Reports, September 10, 2018

Education W eek commentary, M arch 7, 2019

Emily Hanford
APM Reports, August 22, 2019

Education Week, O ctober 2, 2019
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§“There is intense public interest in questions surrounding 
how children learn to read and how they can best be 
taught. Research in psychological science has provided 
answers to many of these questions but, somewhat 
surprisingly, this research has been slow to make inroads 
into educational policy and practice.”
§ Castles, Rastle & Nation, 2018, p. 1
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“How do children learn to read?. . . The answer is the same 
for all children. Cultural, economic, and educational 
circumstances obviously affect children’s progress, but 
what they need to learn does not change.” 

Dr. Mark Seidenberg, Language at the Speed of Sight (2017)
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§ we have persistently low literacy scores? 
§ states continue to write legislation to try to remedy these 

low outcomes? 
§ we disagree about the science? 

Why do….
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§ Directions:  Take a moment to discuss the following 
questions…

§ When you think about reading development, what 
framework(s) guide your thinking?  

§ Does a framework help organize the component skills of 
reading, or could it when describing reading development 
and reading difficulties?

Warm-up: The Framework

B1.6  p.

7
(Vellutino, et al, 2007)
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Decoding 
(word recognition)

(Gough & Tunmer, 1986)

Language 
comprehension

Reading
comprehension

D x LC = RC

The Simple View of Reading
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(Scarborough, 2001)

Language Comprehension

Background Knowledge

Vocabulary Knowledge

Language Structures

Verbal Reasoning

Literacy Knowledge

Word Recognition

Phonological Awareness

Decoding (and Spelling)

Sight Recognition

Skilled Reading:
Fluent execution and 
coordination of word 
recognition and text 

comprehension
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Scarborough’s Reading Rope 

Relative influence of these components changes over time
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§Ability to identify and manipulate the speech sounds in 
words at the phoneme level. 

§Ability to recognize a new printed word with a very few 
exposures (1 - 4). 

§Ability to link sound with symbol accurately. 
§Ability to process larger “chunks” of print.
§Ability to recognize words with fluency (automaticity).

What Distinguishes a Proficient Reader? 
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§How can we remember and recognize words after one or 
two exposures?

Do your teacher candidates leave your program 
with the ability to answer this question? 

12
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The Four-Part Processing Model 
for Word Recognition

(based on Seidenberg & M cClelland, 1989)
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§Multi-component approaches work best

§Component emphasis should vary according to student 
characteristics (Aaron & Joshi; Connors et al.)

§Content, instructional design, methodology, intensity of 
instruction all matter in outcomes.
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Research Has Confirmed…
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Cognitive Psychology

Neuroscience

Linguistics

Education

The Science of Reading  
Interdisciplinary Body of Research
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Implications

§Cross-disciplinary collaborations should be pursued.
§ It is not enough to summarize findings. 
§ Teams are needed to translate reading science into effective educational 

practices. 

§ Such teams are likely to be successful at employing basic insights about 
reading and learning in ways that can be utilized by educators in the 
classroom. 

§ Seidenberg, 2020
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Brain Imaging Studies

§ Increased neural activity 
causes more oxygenated 
blood flow.

§ Iron in the blood produces 
a strong magnetic signal.
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ORTHOGRAPHIC 

PROCESSOR

PHONOLOGICAL 

PROCESSOR

PHONOLOGICAL ASSEMBLY

18
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Brain Imaging Studies
Reading on the “wrong” side of the brain

20

Right HemisphereLeft Hemisphere
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Science

Practice

Obstacles to SoR
§Majority of college professors have been 

unfamiliar with it or opposed to it and 
literacy textbook publishers often do not 
include it or address it correctly.

§ In instances where teacher candidates 
are taught about evidence-based 
practices, the exposure is brief (2 classes in 
undergrad, 2 in graduate school). 
Administration programs do not include it 
at all.

§Federal policy initiatives that included it 
have been rolled out too quickly and 
without adequate understandings and 
support.

Adapted from Kilpatrick (2015) and Goldberg 
(2019)

The Reading League.org
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Science

Practice

Obstacles
§ Educators, including reading specialists, are 

unaware of it. Scientists have not contributed to a 
pipeline of knowledge. Schools may not embrace it. 

§ Educators perceive the practices they 
are implementing are effective (yet the gap doesn’t 
close).

§ Publishers of curricula and instructional materials 
often do not include it. 

§ As practitioners, most educators have no access to 
university libraries, have little time or incentive, and 
materials they do have access to often do not 
include it.

Adapted from Kilpatrick (2015) and Goldberg 
(2019)

The Reading League.org
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Science

Practice

Obstacles

§ The sheer amount is overwhelming. Where to 
begin? Words, concepts, and background not 
familiar. Articles not translatable to practice.

§ An overarching cynicism and rejection of 
science. A lack of understanding of the 
scientific method and its value in practice. 
Seems complex and threatening. 

§ The Peter Effect: We don’t know what we don’t 
know. Overall: It needs to be everywhere –
available, clear, consistent, supported - just 
like any other public health messaging.

Adapted from Kilpatrick (2015) and Goldberg 
(2019)

The Reading League.org
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Overlap of Theoretical Models

Reading Rope 
(Scarborough, 2001)

Note: phonics is not the central focus of any of these models. 
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Implications 

§Work towards a new science of teaching
§What needs to be learned
§How of learning via teaching
§When learning of a particular kind needs to occur
§For whom?

26
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§How language and reading are related
§Why learning to read is not natural
§How the process unfolds over time
§How good readers differ from poor readers
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1.Foundation Concepts About Oral and Written 
Language Learning
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§Grab a sheet of paper
§Number it 1-20

Let’s experience what is like to read without being 
able to read all of the words on the page. 
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70 Percent Accurate

In the 1_____ of 2_____, nothing is 3______. Some 
4______ 5______ life-size 6____ out of tall 7_____ and 

shrubs. A 8______ careful 9______ and 10_______ can 
11_____12 ______ paths. 13_____ cut and shape plants 
into 14_______, larger-than-life and 15_____ leafy 

16______. What would you do if you 17_____ a 18_____ 
full of these  19_____ ?20_________you walk right in?

Number your paper 
from 
1-20.

1 minute to read and 
fill in the blanks.
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80 Percent Accurate

In the 1world of 2_____, nothing is 3______. Some 
4______ 5create life-size 6____ out of tall 7bushes and 

shrubs. A 8______ careful 9planning and 10clipping
can 11_____12 ______ paths. 13_____ cut and shape 
plants into 14_______, larger-than-life and 15_____ leafy 

16______. What would you do if you 17_____ a 18_____ 
full of these  19animals?20Would you walk right in?

30

Do you 
want to 

make any 
changes?

45 
seconds

30

90 Percent Accurate
In the 1world of 2gardens, nothing is 3______. Some 

4gardeners 5create life-size 6____ out of tall 7bushes

and shrubs. A 8gardener’s careful 9planning and 
10clipping can 11_____12 strange paths. 13Others cut and 
shape plants into 14awesome, larger-than-life and 

15_____ leafy 16______. What would you do if you 
17discovered a 18garden full of these  

19animals?20Would you walk right in? 31

Do you 
want to 

make any 
changes?

45 
seconds

31

Unusual Gardens – How did you do?

In the 1world of 2gardens, nothing is 3impossible. Some 

4gardeners 5create life-size 6mazes out of tall 7bushes and 

shrubs. A 8gardener’s careful 9planning and 10clipping
can 11create 12strange paths. 13Others cut and shape 

plants into 14awesome, larger-than-life and 15incredible
leafy 16animals. What would you do if you 17discovered a 

18garden full of these 19 animals?20Would you walk right in?

32

Do you 
want to 

make any 
changes?

45 
seconds

32
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In the world of gardens, nothing is impossible. Some 
gardeners create life-size mazes out of tall bushes and 

shrubs. A gardener’s careful planning and clipping can 
create strange paths. Others cut and shape plants into 
awesome, larger-than-life and incredible leafy animals. 

What would you do if you discovered a garden full of 
these animals? Would you walk right in?

Unusual Gardens

33
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What We Know

§Only one in 10 words, on average, can be guessed from 
context (Gough, 1986).

§Word recognition depends on fast, accurate phoneme-
grapheme mapping.

§Every step in word-reading development requires deep, 
secure phonologic integration (Kilpatrick, 2015).

34
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“There is no comprehension 
strategy powerful enough to 
compensate for the inability to 
read the words.”

—Dr. Joseph Torgesen
(Stainthorp & Tomlinson, 2002)

Why Is Code-Emphasis (Phonics) 
Instruction Important?

Important accuracy rate: for independent reading children need to be at 
least 95 percent accurate
Desired accuracy rate: 98 percent!

35

35
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§Phonology and phonemes
§English orthography
§Morphology
§Semantics
§Syntax
§Discourse
§Pragmatics

36

2. Knowledge of the Structure of Language

36

language

writing system 
(orthography)

pragmatics

morphologydiscourse 
structure

sentences 
(syntax)

phonology

meaning (semantics)

37Lou isa  M oats , 2009
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We are wired to process language unconsciously. 

Reading is not natural! 

Speech Print

38
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A Template of a Sound Wall
Phonology

39

Phonology and Orthography 
(Graphemes represent phonemes)

t ou gh
f l u ff
kn ow
s t r ea m
th r ough

40Lou isa  M oats , 2009

40

Lou isa  M oats , 2009

How We Know a Word’s Meaning
Semantics and Syntax

word
Sounds, spelling, 
meaningful parts, 
words it is to be 
distinguished from.

Examples in context:

SynonymAntonym

connotation

Multiple 

meanings

denotation

41

Lou isa  M oats , 2009 42 42

3. Knowledge of Dyslexia and Other Learning 
Disabilities

For example:
…Match symptoms of the major subgroups of 
poor readers as established by research, 
including those with dyslexia, and identify 
typical case study profiles of those 
individuals. 

42
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Recognized Subtypes of Poor Readers (Fletcher 
et al., 2007; Aaron, Joshi et al., 2008)…

43

10 – 15 %  
(Dyslexia falls here)

Learning to read 
requires code-
based explicit, 

systematic 
sequential 
diagnostic 

prescriptive 
instruction with 

many opportunities 
for rehearsal to 
reach mastery.

40-50%
Learning to read proficiently requires code-

based explicit, systematic and sequential 
instruction.

35%
Learning to read is relatively easy 
with broad instruction addressing 

the domains of reading. 

5%
 -
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Created by Dr. Danielle ‘Nell’ Thompson after research by
Hempenstall, 2016; NRP, 2000; Kilpatrick, 2015

Good to 
Super Star Reader 

Highly Proficient

Skilled Reading ContinuumAverage
Reader

Proficient

Below Average
Reader Basic or 

Not Proficient

Well Below 
Average Reader

Not Proficient

Dyslexic 
Readers

ALL of these students need explicit, 
systematic instruction. 40-60% of 

every classroom
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§Screening
§Diagnosis
§Progress-monitoring
§Outcome

45

4. Interpret and Administer Assessments for 
Planning Instruction

45

§Learning style?
§Cueing system preference?
§“Level” of reading?
§ Interest and motivation?
§Gender?
§ IQ?
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Fallacy’s about differentiation
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§Phonological skills
§Phonics and word recognition
§Fluency
§Vocabulary
§Comprehension (listening and reading)
§Spelling and Writing
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5. Applications in Structured Literacy 
Instruction

47

Knowledge and Practice Standards from IDA

1. Foundations of Literacy Acquisition
2. Knowledge of Diverse Reading Profiles, Including 

Dyslexia
3. Assessment
4. Structured Literacy Instruction
5. Professional Dispositions and Practices

A well-designed teacher preparation program includes 
the entirety of these standards.
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§Be smarter than your program
§Understand how the language works

§ Understand the written system

§ Understand the phonological system

§Use assessments to combine these elements into good 
daily instruction to be more effective and efficient. 

Teacher Knowledge
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“It is simply not true that 
there are hundreds of 
ways to learn to 
read…when it comes to 
reading, we all have 
roughly the same brain 
that imposes the same 
constraints and the same 
learning sequence.” 

(Dehaene, 2009, p. 218))
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Thank you for making a difference! 

§Mary Dahlgren
§ mary@tools4reading.com

§ Www.tools4reading.com
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mailto:mary@tools4reading.com
http://www.tools4reading.com/

